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Abstract

We develop a new consistent conditional moment test of functional form based on nuisance
parameter indexed sample moments first presented in Bierens (1982, 1990). We reduce the nui-
sance parameter space to known countable sets, which leads to a weighted average conditional
moment test in the spirit of Bierens and Ploberger’s (1997) Integrated Conditional Moment test.
The weights are possibly stochastic in an arbitrary way, integer-indexed and flexible enough to
cover a range of tests from average to higher quantile to maximum tests. The limit distribution
under the null and local alternative belong to the same class as the ICM statistic, hence our test is
admissible if the errors are Gaussian, and a flat weight leads to the greatest weighted average local
power.

∗We thank two anonymous referees for their careful reading and feedback, and Editor Bruce
Mizrach for helpful recommendations.



1 Introduction

In this paper we propose a consistent Conditional Moment [CM] test of regression model
function form in the spirit of the Integrated Conditional Moment [ICM] test of Bierens (1982)
and Bierens and Ploberger (1997). We tackle the nuisance parameter problem by reducing
the space to integers, e¤ectively reducing the ICM statistic to a weighted average. We show
a max-test is a special case, while an optimal version of the test in the sense of Andrews and
Ploberger (1994) is based on a ‡at weight.

Let f ~g 2 R £ R be iid random variables with non-degenerate continuous
marginal distributions and …nite variances. De…ne the regressor set

 := (1 ~0
)

0 = := (), = := ([2Z=)

and let ( ) denote a known response function  : R+1 £ © ! R with © a compact
Euclidean subset of R+1. The regression model is

(1)  = ( 0) + 

where 0 is the unique solution to

0 = arginf
2©

( ¡ ( ))2, an interior point of ©

We want to test whether ( 0) is a version of [j] against a general alternative:

0 :  (( 0) = [j]) = 1 against 1 : sup
2©

 (( ) = [j])  1

An extension to weakly dependent data is straightforward. See de Jong (1996) and Hill
(2008a,b), and their references.

Parametric CM tests based on a …nite number of 2-orthogonality conditions are
known in general not to be consistent against every alternative (e.g. Ramsey 1969, White
1982, and Newey 1985). Consistency in this class was …rst established by Bierens (1982, 1990)
by introducing an exponential weight exp (0) indexed by a smooth nuisance parameter 
2 R producing uncountably many moment conditions. Bierens’ (1990) celebrated Lemma
1, for example, sharpens results in Bierens (1982) by showing if ~ is bounded and 1 holds,
then for  () = expfg, any compact set ¡ ½ R+1 with positive Lebesgue measure, and
some countable subset  ½ ¡

(2)  [ (0)] 6= 0 8 2 ¡

That is, expf0g reveals model mis-speci…cation expect possibly on a set  ½ ¡ with
Lebesgue measure zero. If  is not bounded then any Borel measurable one-to-one bonded
mapping © : R+1 ! R+1 may be used instead (Bierens 1990).

Stinchcombe and White (1998) provide the only detailed explanation for Bierens’
seminal result by proving (2) for any real analytic1 non-polynomial  (), where 0 is
a¢ne (i.e. a constant term must be included) and ~ is bounded. Included weights are

1Recall a real analytic function is in…nitely di¤erentiable and therefore has an in…nite order
Taylor expansion.
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therefore Bierens’ expfg, the logistic [1 + expfg]¡1 explored in Hornik et al (1989) and
Lee et al (1993), and trigonometric weights. See also White (1989), Bierens (1994), de
Jong and Bierens (1994), Boning and Sowell (1999), Dette (1999), Li et al (2003) and Hill
(2008a,b) for related methods. Nonparametric and semiparametric techniques are developed
in Yatchew (1992), Hong and White (1995), Zheng (1996), Stute (1997), Koul and Stute
(1999), Fan and Li (1996) and Stute and Zhu (2005) amongst many others. Hill (2012)
delivers a robust asymptotic power one CM test for heavy tailed time series.

The nuisance parameter  can be handled by randomly selecting it (e.g. Lee et al 1993,
Bierens 1990), or computing test functionals like the supremum or average (Davies 1977,
Bierens 1990, Hill 2008a,b). Alternatively, Bierens (1982) and Bierens and Ploberger (1997)
integrate a scaled sample version of ([ (0)])

2 over ¡ for the ICM test. See Section
2, below, for the construction. Extensions of the ICM to simulated ICM for conditional
distributions is treated in Bierens and Wang (2011) who also treat optimal selection of the
parameter space ¡.

Following Bierens (1982) we derive multinomial weights that reveal mis-speci…cation
for integer-valued nuisance parameters. Although expf0g is real analytic with a¢ne 0,
an equally useful interpretation follows directly from Bierens’ (1982) and forms the basis of
our test. Let () denote a reveal-valued multinomial mapping for   2 R:

() :=
Y

=1


 provided each 


 is well de…ned.

Thus if  2 R then we restrict  2 N, and if  2 (01) then  2 R. Bierens (1982:
Theorem 2) shows if ~ is bounded then under 1 there exists an integer  2 N such that

(3)  [(~)] = 

·


Y

=1
~


¸

6= 0.

Replace  with 
Q

=1 ~
 and iterate to deduce (3) holds for in…nitely many  2 N. Since

any one-to-one bounded Borel function ª(~) generates the same -…eld as ~, it follows

(4) 1 :  [(ª(~))] 6= 0 for in…nitely many  2 N

Similarly, if ª() 2 [01) then for any  2 R with non-zero components

(5) 1 :  [±(ª(~))] 6= 0 for in…nitely many  2 N

Simply put ª (~) = expf~g to achieve another version of (2): [ expf0g] 6= 0 for
ucountably in…nitely  =  ± , where the revealing 0 intrinsically depend on the choice
of .

Properties (4) and (5) provide an alternative explanation for why (2) works, where
in…nite di¤erentiability of expf0g  on compact ¡, and a¢ne 0 do not play any
role. The constant term is immaterial for a multinomial like (ª(~)), ª() need not
be smooth, and the set of revealing 0 is countable and therefore has Lebesgue measure
zero (while ¡ has positive Lebesgue measure), all contrary to Stinchcombe and White’s
(1998) classi…cation.

In Section 2 we use () to construct a discretized version of the ICM statistic by
generating a weighted sum of a sample version of ([(ª(~))])

2 over an integer nuisance
parameter space. The summation weights are very general allowing for ‡at weighting, or
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stochastic weighting with special cases where very large sample moments are favored, hence
a max-test is feasible.

Asymptotic theory is dealt with in Section 3, including a deeper treatment of optimal
summation weights. The limit distribution of the proposed statistic belongs to the same class
as the ICM statistic, so all the properties of the ICM statistic apply including consistency,
admissibility if  is Gaussian, and critical value upper bounds. A Monte Carlo study follows
in Section 4 where we show a variety of mappings ª and test summation weights lead to a
sharp test.

The ICM test construction and limit properties have become fundamental tools for
composing or understanding mis-speci…cation tests. Boning and Sowell (1999) show the ICM
with an exponential weight  () and uniform measure has the greatest weighted average
local power (cf. Andrews and Ploberger 1994). Fan and Li (2000) show nonparametric
tests by Härdle and Mammen (1993), Zhang (1996) and Li and Wang (1998) all have ICM
representations with exponential weight  (). In Section 3 we show Boning and Sowell’s
(1999) results carry over to our weighted average test.

Throughout

! and


! denote convergence in probability and …nite dimensional dis-

tributions, and ) denotes weak convergence on a metric space. jj := (§
=1§


=1j j

)1

for  2 R£; j ¢ j = j ¢ j2; and for stochastic matrices jjjj = (§j j
)1.  is a

-dimensional identity matrix and 1 a -vector of ones. [] is the integer part of .  is
always a number in (0 1) whose value may be di¤erent in di¤erent places.

2 Stochastically Weighted Average Test

The
p
-local and global alternatives are


1 :  = ( 0) + 

p
 +  and 

1 :  = ( 0) +  + 

where [j] = 0, and  is =-measurable, independent and governed by a non-degenerate
distribution. Under 0 we have  = 0  See Assumption C in Appendix A for all DGP
assumptions, including restrictions on . The following asymptotic properties are easily
veri…ed from Assumption C.

De…ne the regression residual ̂ :=  ¡ ( ̂) for some plug-in ̂, and a scaled
sample moment

̂() =
1

p


X

=1

̂ (ª(~)) .

All that follows carries over to ±(ª(~)) for any  2 R with non-zero components,
provided each ª(~) ¸ 0 .

A variety of plug-ins are possible, including NLLS (Bierens 1990, de Jong 1996,
Hill 2008a) and GMM (Hill 2008b). For the sake of simplicity we ignore over-identifying
restrictions and use NLLS:

̂ = argmin
2©

(
X

=1

( ¡ ( ))2

)



By the mean-value-theorem and the construction of ̂, standard arguments reveal under 
1

(6) ̂() =
1

p


X

=1

() +
1



X

=1

() + (1) = () + (1)
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say, where () = 1
p


P
=1 (),

() =  (ª(~)) ¡ (0)
0(0)

¡1 


( )j=0

() = plim
!1

1



X

=1




( )



0 ( )

() = plim
!1

1



X

=1

 (ª(~)) £



( )

Thus, the appropriate estimator of (̂())2 under the null is ̂() = 1
P

=1 ̂
2
 ̂()2,

with

̂() =  (ª(~)) ¡ ̂( ̂0)
0̂(̂0)

¡1 


( ̂0)

̂() =
1



X

=1

 (ª(~)) £



( )

̂() =
1



X

=1




( )



0 ( )

Since  2 N is unbounded we must control for the fact that if jª(~)j  1

with positive probability for each  then j (ª(~)) j

! 1 as jj ! 1 is possible.

Consistency, however, requires we compute ̂() for in…nitely many  2 N, while the
ratio ̂() ̂()12 need not be well-de…ned as  ! 1. Thus, we do not consider test
functionals like supf̂()2̂()g, cf. Davies (1977) and Bierens (1990). Instead, we
operate directly on ̂() a la Bierens (1982) and Bierens and Ploberger (1997).

The proposed test is based on the Stochastically Weighted Average Conditional
Moment [SWACM] statistic:

̂ =
NX

¹=1

̂()2 =
NX

2N: ¹=1

̂()2

where
PN

¹=1 denotes
PN

2N: ¹=1, fNg is an increasing sequence of integers, the weights
fg are de…ned below, and we write

¹ :=
X

=1

 

Notice the summation starts at integers  2 N with ¹ = 1: since ¹ = 0 for positive
integers implies  = 0, and 0 (ª(~)) = 1 by construction, the sample moment ̂(0) cannot
reveal mis-speci…cation. Thus N is not in general the number of 0, but the maximum
sum ¹ :=

P
=1  . The total number of integer vectors  in the SWACM sum is denoted

M.
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The SWACM statistic is a discreet analogue to the ICM statistic:

(7) bI =

Z

2¡

Ã
1

p


X

=1

̂ (0©())

!2

()

where © is a bounded one-to-one Borel function on R+1, and () is a non-stochastic
absolutely continuous probability measure on compact ¡ ½ R+1. Examples of  are the
truncated normal (e.g. Fan and Li 2000) or uniform (Boning and Sowell 1999, Bierens and
Wang 2011).

In order to ensure ̂ has a well de…ned limit we require a limiting version ()2
of ̂()2 to be mean summable

P1
¹=1 (()2)  1. In general if (ª(~)) =

(( ¹)) for some non-random  : N ! [01), and 

!  a non-random limit, then we

must have
P1

¹=1 ( ¹)2  1. The following two assumptions, while not unique, ensure
such summability.

Assumption A. (ª(~)) = (
¹) for some  2 (0 1) and any  2 N.

Remark : (ª(~)) = (
¹)) forces us to restrict ª : R ! (¡1 1). Valid

components ª(~) include () £ expf¡jjg, [1 + expfg]¡1, and ()[1 +
jj]

¡1.

Assumption B. fNg¸1 denotes a sequence of increasing integers N+1  N ¸ 1.
fg2N is a sequence of possibly stochastic real numbers where lim inf!1  ( ¸
0) = 1 for all , with strict inequality for some , and

lim sup
¸1



Ã
NX

¹=1

 ¹  

!

= 1 for some   1

Similarly, fg2N is the unique non-stochastic sequence,  ¸ 0 8,   0 for some

, and
P1

¹=1 
¹  1, that satis…es 


!  for every . In particular

PN

¹=1 
¹

£ j ¡ j = (1)

Remark 1: By using moment condition (4), a consistent test is assured if
lim inf¸1  (  0) = 1 for all , but that is not necessary. We show below that

a max-test is a special case of the SWACM ̂, placing all weight on one , say ¤ =
arg max2Nfj[()]jg, with summation weights ¤ = 1 and  = 0 8 6= ¤.

Remark 2: If all lim inf¸1  (  0) = 1 then f g need not be
summable, as long as f ¹ 

¹g are summable in probability for any  ¸ 1.

Valid test weights under Assumptions A and B include

()
 = 1 and ()

 =  ¹(8)

()
 =

 ¹ + ĵ()j 
p


1 +
PN

¹=1 ĵ()j 
p


()
 () =

1 ¹ £ 
¡
ĵ()

p
j  ̂((2))

¢
+ ̂((2)) £ 

¡
ĵ()

p
j ¸ ̂((2))

¢

1 + ĵ()
p
j £ 

¡
ĵ()

p
j  ̂((2))

¢

()
 () = 1 ¹ £ 

¡¯
¯̂()

p

¯
¯  ̂((2))

¢
+ 

¡¯
¯̂()

p

¯
¯ ¸ ̂((2))

¢
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Note 
()
() and 

()
() contain tuning parameters 1 2 ¸ 0; ̂() are the order statistics

of ĵ()
p
j where ̂(1) ¸ ̂(2) ¸  ¸ ̂(M); and f (2)g is a sequence of integers, 0

·  (2) · M. As long as f ~g have absolutely continuous marginal distributions we
may assume for any  (cf. Assumption C in Appendix A)

̂(1)  ̂(2)    ̂(M) 

Recall there are M usable 0 and hence M possible order statistics ̂(). By convention
we therefore use "̂(0)" to denote any value greater than the largest ĵ()j 

p
, e.g. ̂(1) +

1, in order to allow a non-binding threshold: (ĵ()12j  ̂(0)) = 1 for each sample 

The ‡at 
()
 = 1 and geometric 

()
 =  ¹ are the only ones above comparable to

the ICM measure (). The ‡at or uniform 
()
 is not summable, forcing some form of

Assumption A to apply to (ª(~)), while the geometric 
()
 =  ¹ implies we may relax

Assumption A to just (ª(~)) = (1).

Under 0 and 
1 the next two weights 

()
 

()
 ()


!  ¹ as  ! 1 for all 

due to the easily shown relation under (6):

(9)
̂()
p


=
1



X

=1

() + (1
p
)


! 0

Both exploit ̂()
p
 to augment weight placed on large sample moments, while ensuring

j ¡ j

! 0 for some bounded, positive non-stochastic sequence fg. By comparison


()
 () favors, but places ‡at weight, on large values.

The weight 
()
 augments large sample moments under 

1 in a simple way since

̂()
p



! [()] 6= 0 hence

()



!

 ¹ + j [()]j

1 +
P1

¹=1 j [()]j
under 

1

is large when j [()] j is large.

The last two weights f
()
 ()  

()
 ()g are inspired by Huber’s (1977) theory of

robust estimation. In that context large observations are given less weight or are trimmed
or truncated as a robustness technique. We invert the premise to give more weight to
large ĵ()j

p
 ¸ ̂((2)) which is tuned by 1 and 2. A value 1 ¸ 0 gives ‡at or

depressed weight 1 ¹ on small sample moments ĵ()
p
j  ̂((2)), while 2 ¸ 0 tunes

the threshold ̂((2)) above which sample moments are considered "large". Under 0 and


1 since ̂()

p



! 0 uniformly in  we have j

()
 () ¡ 1 ¹j


! 0. Thus 1  1

for 
()
 () must be satis…ed to ensure a well de…ned test statistic with non-trivial power

asymptotically.
Valid choices of sequences f (2)g include central order [2M] where 2 2 (0 1);

intermediate order like [M2
 ] with 2 2 (0 1) or [2M ln(M)] with 2 2 (0 1]; and

extreme order [2] with 2 ¸ 1, cf. Leadbetter et al (1983). Notice if 1 = 0 and (2) =

0 then 
()
 () = 1 is just the ‡at weight 

()
.

The above examples have an intuitive appeal based on their relation to the ICM
measure  and how they use information from large ̂(). Certainly other possibilities
exist, including replacing  ¹ with the hyperbolic ¹¡ for some   0 with an appropriate
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restriction on (ª(~)) a la Assumption A. We treat the possibility of an optimal weight
 in Section 3.

The following examples reveal how 
()
, 

()
 () and 

()
 () permit great ‡exibility

ranging from average to max-tests. Write

 () :=  [()] 

EXAMPLE 1 (average): Trivially
PN

¹=1 ̂()2
()
 =

PN

¹=1 ̂()2 mimics a ‡at
weighted Cramèr-von Mises or ICM statistic. The statistic is well de…ned for weights
(ª(~)) = ( ¹) under Assumption A because ̂() = (

¹), and it achieves the
highest weighted average local power as shown in Section 3.2.

EXAMPLE 2 (upper quantile): Consider 
()
 () with a central order sequence

 (2) = [2N], 2 2 (0 1), and let 2
be the upper 2-quantile of j () j. Then sample

moments from the largest to a central value are given the greatest weight. Since by (6) we

have ̂((2)) = 2
+ (1

p
) under 

1 , it follows 
()
 ()


! 

()
 () where

()
 () = 2

if j ()j ¸ 2

=
1

1 + j ()j
£ 1 ¹ otherwise.

Now let () be the unique integer, with probability one, that satis…es ̂() = ̂()
. If, for

example, 1 = 100 and 2 = 12 then 1 ¹ ¼ 0 hence

̂ = ̂([N2]) £

[N2]X

=1

³
 £ ̂2

()

´
+

NX

=[N2]+1

Ã

£ ̂2
() £

100 ¹()

1 +
¯
¯̂(())

p

¯
¯

!

= ̂([N2]) £

[N2]X

=1

³
 £ ̂2

()

´
+ (1)

where (1) ¼ 0, placing equal and nearly all weight on those ĵ()j above the median
̂2
([N2])

. Notice (1) never vanishes for 0 · 1  1 although it can be made arbitrarily
close to zero for any , in probability, by setting 1 large.

EXAMPLE 3 (near-max): Consider 
()
() again, this time with the extreme tail

order  (2) = [2] ¸ 1: the greatest weight is given to the largest [2] sample moments.
If 2 = 1 then the maximum moment is given the largest weight, hence under 

1

()
 () = max

2N
j ()j if j ()j = max

2N
j ()j

=
1

1 + j ()j
£ 1 ¹ otherwise.

If 1 = 100 then ̂ works like an adaptive "near" max-test: for some (1) ¼ 0 for any ,
̂ = max1· ¹·N

fĵ()j312g + (1).
It is tempting to force (1) ! 0 . by taking 1 ! 1, but the re-

sulting statistic max:1· ¹·Nfĵ()j
3
12g is degenerate under 0 and 

1 since

max:1· ¹·Nfĵ()j12g

! 0 by (9).
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EXAMPLE 4 (max): The remaining weight 
()
 (), however, places ‡at weight on

large values. Put 2 = 1 to obtain

NX

¹=1

̂()2()
 () = £ ̂2

(1) +
NX

=2

̂2
()

1 ¹() ! £ ̂2
(1) = max

1· ¹·N

n
̂ ()2

o


as 1 ! 1, thus the SWACM structure allows for a max-test. The ICM statistic, however,
places zero weight () on any particular point  2 ¡ because  is absolutely continuous.

Thus, sup2¡(¡12
P

=1 ̂ (0©()))
2 cannot arise as a version of bI.

3 Asymptotic Theory

We present the main asymptotic results, discuss critical value computation, and end this
section by characterizing optimal test weights .

3.1 Main Results

In order to derive the limit distribution of ̂ we require the weak limit of ̂()
= 1

p


P
=1 ̂(ª(~)). It is easier to work with a general functional ̂() =

1
p


P
=1 ̂(ª(~)) indexed by real-valued  2 [01), and therefore with a strictly

positive bounded one-to-one mapping ª : R ! (0] and some   0. This does not
reduce generality since the main results carry over to one-to-one signfª(~)g £ jª(~)j

 .
We exploit a tightness argument due to Bierens and Ploberger (1997: Lemma A.1) which
relies on Lipschitz continuity for (ª(~)). Di¤erentiability with respect to  2 R ensures
Lipschitz continuity, while ()(ª(~)) = (ª(~)) £ lnª(~) is well de…ned if ª :
R ! (0].

We need to show () converges weakly to some Gaussian element () of C[01).
This requires convergence with respect to …nite dimensional distributions and uniform tight-
ness. Cf. Billingsley (1999), Bickel and Wichura (1971) and Neuhaus (1971). Assumption
C is presented in Appendix A, and proofs are relegated to Appendix B.

LEMMA 3.1. Let ª : R ! (0]. Under Assumption C
and 

1 there exists a Gaussian law () with mean function ()
:= plim!1 1

P
=1 ( ) and covariance function ¡(1 2) :=

plim!1 1
P

=1 
2
( 1)( 2) such that ()


! () in …nite dimensional

distributions. Further () = (
¹) and ¡(1 2) = ((¹1+

¹2)) under Assumption A.

LEMMA 3.2. Let ª : R ! (0]. Under Assumption C f()g is uniformly tight
on [01).

Use the limit process f()g from Lemma 3.1 to de…ne the distribution

1 :=
1X

¹=1

()2

THEOREM 3.3. Let ª : R ! (0]. Under 
1 and Assumptions A-C ̂ ) 1.

Characterizing the limiting distribution 1 closely follows Bierens and Ploberger
(1997). Let fg be the eigenvalues of ¡(12) de…ned in Lemma 3.1, let f()g1

=1
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denote an orthonormal sequence

1X

¹=1

()() = 0 or 1 if  6=  or  = 

and de…ne

 :=
1X

¹=1

()() where () := plim
!1

1



X

=1

().

THEOREM 3.4. Let 
1 , ª : R ! (0] and Assumptions A-C hold. There exists

a sequence fg
1
=1 of iid standard normal random variables, and an orthonormal sequence

f()g1
=1 that solves the eigenvalue problem

1X

¹2=1

¡(12)(2)2 = (1), 81 2 N,  = 1 2 

such that 1 =
P1

=1(
12
 + )

2.

Remark : The limit distribution 1 =
P1

=1(
12
 + )

2 under 
1 is identical

in form to the limit distribution of Bierens and Ploberger’s (1997: Theorem 3) ICM statistic
bI. All of the implied properties of bI therefore carry over to ̂. This includes convergence
under null

0 : ̂

! 0 =

1X

=1

2
 where  [0] =

1X

=1



If all   0 then we achieve consistency under the global alternative since by (4) in…nitely
many () 6= 0, hence


1 : ̂ ! 1 with probability one.

Similarly ̂ is consistent under ”large” local alternatives, and asymptotically admissible for
normally distributed .

Although the limit laws of ̂ and bI belong to the same class 1, the SWACM
statistic has a ‡exibility advantage because  are possibly stochastic, discretely indexed,
may be zero or positive asymptotically, and need not be summable as long as the limiting
terms (()2) are. The following corollaries explore two cases although many more are
feasible. Throughout ª : R ! (0].

Consider testing for linearity in  = 1 + 2 +  for scalar iid  2 [0] ,

[2
 ] = 1, and [2 ] = 1. Use a ‡at summation weight, least squares ̂ and exponential test

weight:

̂ =

NX

¹=1

Ã
1

p


X

=1

³
 ¡ ̂1 ¡ ̂2

´
exp f¡g

!2



Assumptions A-C are easily veri…ed. Since the following is a simple case of Theorem 3.4 we
omit the proof.

COROLLARY 3.5 (uniform, exponential). The null distribution
P1

=1 
2
 has

eigenvalues  that satisfy
P1

¹2=1 [(1)(2)](2) = (1) where ()
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= expf¡g ¡ [ expf¡g] £ . Under 
1 it follows ̂


!

P1
=1(

12
 +P1

=1 [ expf¡g]())2 where in…nitely many [ expf¡g] 6= 0.

Now consider the max-test in Example 4. Since max1· ¹·N
f̂ ()

2
g has a SWACM

representation a straightforward alteration of Theorem 3.4 applies.

COROLLARY 3.6 (max-test). De…ne ¤ := arg maxf 2 N : j[()]jg.

Under the conditions of Theorem 3.4 if 
1 is true then max1· ¹·N

f̂ ()
2
g


! 1 :=

(1¡(¤¤)12 + (¤))2 where 1

» (0 1), hence 1¡(¤¤) is noncentral 2(1)

with noncentrality (¤)2¡(¤¤). Further, if 
1 is true then max1· ¹·N

f̂ ()2g

!

1.

Remark : Under 0 we therefore have max1· ¹·N
f̂ ()2g


! 2(1)£¡(¤¤).

Recall we cannot in general work with max1· ¹·N
f̂ ()

2
̂()g because it may be

degenerate asymptotically.

Hansen’s (1996) bootstrap method applies for computing the p-value for ̂. Al-
ternately, Bierens and Ploberger (1997) deliver case-independent upper bounds on the as-
ymptotic critical values of the ICM test. Their argument carries over in its entirety to the
SWACM test by virtue of their versatile Lemma 7 and Theorem 7, and the fact that the null
limit distributions of both ̂ and bI belong to the same class 0 =

P1
=1 

2
 under the

null.
In particular, under the conditions of Theorem 3.4 and 0 (Bierens and Ploberger

1997: eq. (40))

(10) lim
!1



Ã

̂  [323 426 681]
0
£

NX

¹=1

̂()

!

· [10 05 01]
0


where ̂() = 1
P

=1 ̂
2
()2. For example, we reject the null hypothesis at a

maximum asymptotic 5% level if ̂
PN

¹=1 ̂()  426.

3.2 Optimal Weights

Boning and Sowell [BS] (1999) construct a weighted average test statistic CT  :=
P1

=1 
2
T

2


where  are eigenvalues of a covariance function, and T are smoothed versions of Bierens’
(1990) scaled sample moment 112

P
=1 ̂ expf0©()g over ¡. See below for details. BS

(1999) prove CT  is optimal in the sense that it has the greatest weighted average local
power (cf. Andrews and Ploberger 1994), and is identically the ICM with exponential test
weight and ‡at measure

R
2¡(¡12

P
=1 ̂ expf0©()g)

2.

It is easy to extend BS’s environment with revealing weight expf0©()g on 2(¡) to
ours with multinomial (ª(~)) on 2(N

). As above let f()g1
=1 be an orthonormal

basis of 2(N
), the space of square integrable functions on N with covariance function

¡(12) de…ned in Lemma 3.1, and inner product

h i¡ :=
1X

¹1 ¹2=1

(1)¡ (12) (2) where   2 2(N
).

By construction every  2 2(N
) can be written () =

X1

=1
hi¡ (). De…ne as
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in BS (1999) a test statistic

T := ĥ i¡¡1 =
1X

¹1 ¹2=1

̂(1)¡ (12)
¡1

(2)

The eigenvalues  of the covariance function ¡(12) satisfy  = h i¡. Now de…ne

a single test statistic cCT  :=
P1

=1 
2
T

2
. The statistic is well de…ned since by a direct

replication of BS’s (1999: p. 713) argument

1X

=1

2
T

2
 =

1X

=1

2


Ã

¡1


1X

¹1 ¹2=1

 £ ̂(1)¡ (12)
¡1

(2)

!2

=
1X

=1

2


Ã

¡1


1X

¹=1

̂()()

!2

=
1X

¹=1

̂()2

which is identically the ‡at weight SWACM. Note that the second equality follows by the
construction of the orthonomal basis f()g1

=1, and the third by Parseval’s Theorem. Since
P1

¹=1 ̂()2 is well de…ned under Assumptions A and C, so is cCT .
BS (1999: p. 715-717) crucially exploit the revealing properties of expf0©()g to

prove optimality of the class cCT  :=
P1

=1 
2
T

2
. Since other weight functions and other

nuisance parameter spaces lead to revealing moments and the appropriate weak limit theory,
their argument instantly extends to (ª(~)) on 2(N

). We omit a proof because it
simply mimics BS (1999: Sections 3 and 4.3). See especially their equations (3)-(6).

THEOREM 3.7 (optimal SWACM). Let ª : R ! (0]. Under Assumptions A

and C the ‡at weighted SWACM
PN

¹=1 ̂()2 obtains asymptotically the highest weighted
average power against 

1 (cf. Andrews and Ploberger 1994).

Remark : Optimality aligns with the ‡at weight 
()
 = 1. The more ‡exible

weight 
()
 () therefore achieves optimality with 1 = 0 and (2) = 0.

4 Monte Carlo Study

In this …nal section a Monte Carlo study is performed. We draw 10,000 samples f g

=1

of iid standard normal random variables  and  2 R10, for  2 f100 500 1000g. For each
sample we use  regressors  = [1  ]

0 to construct the dependent variable , where
 is uniformly randomly selected from f1  10g. The models of  are

Linear:  = 0
1 + 

Switching:  = 0
1 + 0

2 £  (1  0) + 

Bilinear:  = 0
1 + 12 + 

Quadratic:  = 0
1 + 2

1 + 

Logistic:  = 0
1 + 

£
1 + expf0

2g
¤¡1

+ 

We randomly select all parameters for each sample:  is uniformly randomly selected from
[¡9 9], and  and  are uniformly randomized on [0 10] and [¡9 9] respectively.
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We estimate a linear regression model  = 0 +  using all regressors  by least
squares. We then test the residuals ̂ for omitted nonlinearity by computing the SWACM

statistic with  taken from a subset of N described below. The test weights 
(¢)
 = (ª

(¢)
 )

are based on one of two arguments ª
(¢)
 that satisfy Assumption A:

Exponential ª
()
 = expf¡jjg £ ()

Logistic ª
()
 = [1 + expf¡g]

¡1


We use the …ve summation weights 
(¢)
 de…ned in Section 2. The Huber-type


()
 () is computed with 1 = 1 and central order (2) = [05N] which favors and places

large weight on the top 5-percentile of ̂()2. Similarly 
()
 () is computed with 1 = 1

and extreme order 2 = 2 which favors but places ‡at weight on the …rst and second largest
ĵ()j. We …nd that substantially depressing the weight on the smaller sample moments (e.g.
1 = 100) decreases empirical power by damping usable information from those moments.
In particular, although we …nd a max-test performs well based on simulations not reported
here, it obtains the least power when compared with other SWACM statistics. This is not

surprising since the highest average power is obtained by the ‡at 
()
 = 1 8 as we discuss

below, whereas a max-test puts zero weight on all but one ĵ()j.
The statistic ̂ =

P
2N

̂()2 is computed over an increasing integer set of

integers N ½ N constructed as follows. Let fg be a sequence of scalar integers to be

de…ned below,  ! 1 as  ! 1, and let 
()
 be a -vector with the value  for the 

component and the value  in all other components. For example, 2
(0)
3 = [0 0 2 0  0]0 and

2
(2)
1 = [2 2  2]0. Let ~ be a set with [(ln)12] integer vectors randomly selected from

f[0  0]0  [[
12
 ]  [

12
 ]0]g. Let · be the set of all integers in the hypercube f[1  0]0

 [[
18
 ]  [

18
 ]]0g. Finally, let ̧ denote the set of all simple integers ff

(0)
 g

[12
 ]

=1 g5
=1

and f1
(1)
1  2

(2)
1   [

12
 ]

[12
 ]

1 g Then

N := ~ [ · [ ̧

Thus N contains integer vectors ranging from [1 0  0] to [[
12
 ]  [

12
 ]]0 hence ¹ 2

f1  5 £ [
12
 ]g, and  ! N5.

Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 do not provide a basis for choosing  since in theory any 
! 1 is allowed. We …nd, however, that  = () leads to superlative test performance
where faster convergence rates are associated with poor size. We therefore use  = ln().

4.1 ICM and Most Powerful Tests

Finally, we compute ICM and Most Powerful [MP] test statistics. Since the ICM is applied
elsewhere (Fan and Li 2000, Bierens and Wang 2011) we limit our scope, in particular since
our data are iid Gaussian and therefore do not deviate from previous studies. We compute
the ICM bI on ¡ = [¡1 1], with ‡at measure () = 1 in lieu of optimality (Boning and
Sowell 1999), weight  () = expfg or [1 + expfg]¡1, and argument ©() = arctan((
¡ 1

P
=1 )) where 2 = 1

P
=1( ¡ 1

P
=1 )

2 as in Bierens (1990) and
Bierens and Wang (2011). Critical value upper bounds are identically (10), cf. Bierens and
Ploberger (1997: eq. (40)).
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Finally, the MP statistic is easily deduced. Since the parameters , , and  and
regressor dimension  are known within the simulation, each model can be written as (1) =
0() +  where (1) = ¡ 0

1 and 0() is some model speci…c parametric function.
In the switching model 0() = 0

2(1  0),  = 2; bilinear 0() = 12,  = ;
quadratic  0() = 2

2,  = ; and logistic  0() = [1 + expf0
2g]¡1,  =  and  =

2. Since the errors are iid standard normal, an appeal to a generalization of the Neyman-

Pearson lemma leads to the MP statistic () = (1)
0() [()0()]

¡1
()0(1). It is

easy to show ()

! 2() under 0 for any point  , where  is the dimension of .

4.2 Simulation Results

Empirical size and power of the SWACM and ICM statistics are presented in Tables 1-4. We
only report power for MP tests in Table 5 since empirical size is near the nominal size. In
simulation experiments not reported here we …nd Hansen’s (1996) p-value method leads to
similar results2 .

Table 1 - SWACM Test Sizes

Weight n n 100 500 1000

10%, 5%, 1% 10%, 5%, 1% 10%, 5%, 1%

L .08, .05, .01 .07, .04, .01 .09, .05, .01


()
 E .08, .05, .01 .07, .04, .01 .09, .05, .01

L .11, .06, .02 .09, .05, .01 .10, .05, .01


()
 E .07, .04, .01 .04, .02, .00 .06, .03, .01

L .08, .06, .03 .11, .06, .02 .09, .04, .01


()
 E .05, .03, .01 .04, .02, .01 .03, .02, .01

L .08, .04, .01 .09, .05, .01 .06, .03, .00


()
 E .04, .02, .00 .02, .01, .00 .00, .00, .00

L .07, .03, .01 .09, .04, .01 .09, .05, .01


()
 E .01, .01, .00 .04, .02, .01 .05, .03, .01

a. Critical value upper bounds are taken from (10) in Section 3.1.

b. The SWACM moment condition weight (ª) is based on a logistic (L) or

exponential (E) argument ª.

c. Rejection frequencies at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels.

The SWACM test generates reasonable empirical size at the nominal 5% level
considering the rejection rates have 99% bounds 05 § 0195. Thus, Bierens and Ploberger’s
(1997) critical value bounds work exceptionally well here. Although in all cases power is large
once  ¸ 500, the sharpest size and highest power occurs with the ‡at weighted SWACM

with logistic 
()
 .

2The data are iid Gaussian and the nuisance parameter space is countable, hence it is easy to
show Hansen’s approximate p-value is consistent (cf. de Jong 1996, Hill 2008a).
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Table 2 - SWACM Test Power (weights 
()
 

()
 

()
)

Weight Model n n 100 500 1000

10%, 5%, 1% 10%, 5%, 1% 10%, 5%, 1%

L .59, .51, .40 .83, .80, .75 .93, .91, .85

Switching E .58, .51, .41 .84, .81, .75 .94, .92, .85

L .71, .67, .59 .74, .68, .59 .81, .76, .67


()
 Bilinear E .69, .64, .57 .69, .65, .57 .80, .74, .65

L .85, .82, .76 .91, .90, .88 .94, .92, .91

Quadratic E .85, .82, .77 .90, .90, .88 .93, .93, .91

L .56, .51, .46 .87, .85, .80 .93, .89, .85

Logistic E .66, .51, .48 .80, .79, .76 .92, .88, .85

L .56, .46, .41 .81, .73, .66 .86, .84, .77

Switching E .43, .32, .17 .69, .63, .54 .81, .77, .70

L .44 .44, .32 .47, .45, .36 .52, .52, .47


()
 Bilnear E .64, .58, .46 .78, .74, .59 .89, .85, .71

L .82, .79, .71 .94, .90, .84 .97, .96, .94

Quadratic E .74, .68, .64 .86, .82, .80 .96, .95, .93

L .64, .56, .48 .81, .77, .74 .93, .91, .90

Logistic E .51, .41, .21 .76, .71, .68 .91, .89, .80

L .52, .47, .31 .80, .78, .70 .89, .88, .85

Switching E .41, .32, .20 .77, .68, .64 .86, .84, .76

L .48, .45, .34 .52, .48, .40 .69, .58, .49


()
 Bilnear E .68, .61,. .44 .72, .64, .50 .81, .71, .62

L .80, .76, .73 .93, .91, .89 .95, .95, .94

Quadratic E .75, .70, .64 .90, .89, .87 .94, .92, .89

L .51, .41, .34 .87, .82, .79 .93, .90, .88

Logistic E .37, .31, .17 .79, .77, .74 .90, .89, .86

The ‡at weighted SWACM and ICM with uniform weight perform similarly. In
some cases either may perform better, but the improvement is mild and not across cases.
This veri…es the ICM concept successfully extends to other nuisance parameter spaces and
other test weight classes, and shows great promise and ‡exibility beyond the original scope
presented in Bierens (1982) and Bierens and Ploberger (1997).

Finally, as a separate experiment we compute the logistic SWACM and MP statistics
for quadratic and logistic models and sample sizes  = 20 40  500. See Figure 1 in
Appendix C for empirical powers at the 5% level. In the quadratic case SWACM power
nearly matches MP power for  ¸ 400, and is nearly identical to MP power for all  ¸ 100
in the logistic case.

5 Conclusion

We exploit seminal results in Bierens (1982, 1990) and Bierens and Ploberger (1997) to create
a class of multinomial tests weights and orthogonality conditions with an integer nuisance
parameter for testing regression model speci…cations. We use the weights to create discretely
spaced sample moments, and a test statistic that is a stochastically weighted average of those
sample moments squared. The stochastic weights are ‡exible enough to cover a range of
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statistics from average to max statistics, including statistics that favor any subset of ranked
sample moments. The statistic has asymptotic properties identical to the ICM, including
the null distribution, consistency, admissibility for Gaussian errors, and optimality with a
‡at weight. In a controlled experiment the ‡at weighted SWACM obtained the sharpest size
and highest power.

Table 3 - SWACM Test Power (weight 
()
 

()
)

Weight Model n n 100 500 1000

10%, 5%, 1% 10%, 5%, 1% 10%, 5%, 1%

L .57, .48, .35 .83, .81, .73 .89, .88, .82

Switching E .40, .28, .15 .80, .72, .68 .88, .86, .79

L .63, .57, .50 .70, .65, .61 .76, .70, .74


()
 Bilinear E .76, .75, .69 .83, .80, .75 .89, .85, .78

L .78, .77, .71 .92, .91, .91 .95, .95, .94

Quadratic E .75, .67, .63 .91, .90, .85 .95, .93, .92

L .60, .51, .49 .85, .83, .78 .92, .90, .88

Logistic E .52, .42, .24 .82, .77, .74 .90, .86, .81

L .60, .51, .34 .86, .83, .73 .86, .85, .83

Switching E .36, .25, .12 .73, .64, .54 .82, .78, .69

L .66, .62, .57 .70, .64, .56 .75, .70, .62


()
 Bilinear E .80, .75, .63 .82, .80, .74 .83, .82, .77

L .79, .76, .71 .92, .90, .87 .93, .92, .90

Quadratic E .70, .68, .60 .86, .83, .82 .90, .87, .86

L .61, .54, .41 .88, .86, .80 .92, .90, .89

Logistic E .41, .33, .18 .75, .72, .67 .84, .81, .79

Table 4 - ICM Test Size and Power

Model n n 100 500 1000

10%, 5%, 1% 10%, 5%, 1% 10%, 5%, 1%

L .09, .04, .01 .11, .06, .01 .10, .05, .01

Linear E .09, .03, .01 .11, .06, .01 .10, .05, .01

L .56, .47, .35 .86, .84, .75 .90, .89, .81

Switching E .56, .46, .35 .86, .84, .75 .91, .89, .80

L .68, .62, .53 .74, .67, .55 .80, .72, .61

Bilinear E .62, .57, .50 .63, .59, .51 .74, .68, .59

L .78, .75, .68 .92, .90, .88 .95, .93, .91

Quadratic E .78, .75, .68 .91, .89, .87 .94, .93, .90

L .67, .59, .47 .86, .85, .77 .92, .90, .84

Logistic E .67, .59, .47 .87, .85, .77 .91, .89, .84

a. The argument ©() is the arctan of standardized ; the measure is () = ;

and the parameter space is ¡ = [¡1 1]
b. Critical value upper bounds are taken from (10) in Section 3.1.
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Table 5 - Most Powerful Test Power

Model n n 100 500 1000

10%, 5%, 1% 10%, 5%, 1% 10%, 5%, 1%

Switching .97, .96, .96 .99, .99, .99 .99, .99, .99

Bilinear .98, .98, .98 .99, .99, .99 1.0, 1.0, 1.0

Quadratic .94, .93, .91 .95, .95, .94 .97, .96, .96

Logistic .74, .67, .55 .83, .81, .77 .94, .92, .85

Appendix A: Assumption C

Assumption C1: f ~g 2 R £ R is an iid process with non-degenerate absolutely
continuous marginal distributions and …nite variances. The parameter space © is a compact
subset of R+1. 0 = arg inf2© ( ¡ ( ))2 2 interiorf©g (¢ ) is for each  Borel
measurable, and twice continuously di¤erentiable on ©.

Assumption C2: Let () = (1)
P

=1()( )(0)( ), then () !
() uniformly on ©, where () is a non-stochastic positive de…nite matrix. The NLLS

estimator ̂ = arg min2©

P
=1( ¡ ( ))2 satis…es

p


³
̂¡ 0

´
= (0)

¡1

Ã
X

=1

p





( 0) +

1



X

=1





( 0)

!

+ (1)

Assumption C3: Write ̂() = (1)
P

=1 (ª(~))(
0)( ) 2 N £ ©, where

(ª(~)) = (
¹). Then ̂() ! () uniformly on N £ © where () is a

non-stochastic function satisfying sup2©2N j()j  1.

Assumption C4:

i. (1)
P

=1 [2 ()( )(0)( )] ! 2, a …nite non-stochastic matrix.

ii.  is governed by a non-generate distribution, and plim!1(1)
P

=1 
2
 ex-

ists and is constant and …nite. There exists a mapping  : N ! R such that
plim!1(1)

P
=1 () = lim!1(1)

P
=1 [()] = () uniformly on

N. If (ª(~)) = (()) for some  : N ! R then () = (()).

iii. There exists a matrix functional ¡(12) on N£ such that (1)
P

=1f[2 j] £
(1)(2)g ! ¡(12), plim!1(1)

P
=1f

2
(1)(2)g ! ¡(12)

and (1)
P

=1 [2(1)(2)] ! ¡(12) pointwise on N£. If (ª(~)) =
(()) for some  : N ! R then ¡(12) = ((1) £ (2)).

iv. Let (ª) 2 +
(ª). For each  2 R, f2 ( )

2g is uniformly integrable and

lim inf¸1 1
P

=1 
2
( )

2 ¸  for some   0. Moreover, lim sup!1(1)
P

=1 [2
£ sup2[0] j()( )j]  1 for each  2 [01).
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Appendix B: Proofs of Main Results

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1. Recall from (6) () = 1
p


P
=1 (), and de…ne

(  ) :=
P

=1 ( ) for arbitrary  2 R, 0 = 1,  2 R+1 and  ¸ 1. Assumption
C, Cramér’s Theorem, and the Lindeberg central limit theorem guarantee

X

=1

() =
1

p


X

=1

(  ) +
1



X

=1

(  )


! 

Ã

plim
!1

1



X

=1

(  ) plim
!1

1



X

=1

2(  )2

!



The claim follows by invoking the Cramér-Wold Theorem. The bounds
plim!1 1

P
=1 ( ) = (

¹) and plim!1 1
P

=1 
2
( 1) £ ( 2)

= ((¹1+
¹2)) follow from Assumptions A and C. QED.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2. It su¢ces to show f1
p


P
=1 ( )g


=1 is uniformly

tight on [0] for each  ¸ 0 by straightforward extensions of results in Bickel and
Wichura (1971) and Neuhaus (1971). We will apply Lemma A.1 of Bierens and Ploberger
(1997). The functional ( ) must satisfy a Lipschitz continuity condition on [0] for
arbitrary :

j( 1) ¡ ( 2)j ·  £ j1 ¡ 2j 

for every 1 2 2 [0] and for some  measurable with respect to = that satis…es
lim sup!1 1

P
=1 [2

2
 ]  1. Finally, we need

lim sup
!1

1



X

=1


£
2( 0)

¤
 1

for one arbitrary 0 2 [0]. All requirements are met under Assumption C by choosing 

= sup2[0] j()( )j. Since ()(ª(~)) = (ª(~)) £ lnª(~) is bounded

=- by construction of (¢) under Assumption A and ª : R ! (0], it follows

¯
¯
¯
¯



( )

¯
¯
¯
¯ ·

¡
j(ª(~))j +

¯
¯(0)

0(0)
¡1( 0)

¯
¯
¢

£ jlnª()j

= 

³

¹ £ jlnª(~)j

´
= (

¹) QED

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3. Using the non-stochastic limiting sequence fg, apply
expansion (6), Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, and the continuous mapping theorem to verify under
Assumption C

1X

¹=1

̂()2 )
1X

¹=1

()2
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By (6) it therefore su¢ces to prove j
PN

¹=1 ()2 ¡
P1

¹=1 ()2j = (1). By
the triangle inequality and  ¸ 0
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

NX

¹=1

()2 ¡
1X

¹=1

()2

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

·

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

NX

¹=1

()2 f ¡ g

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
+

1X

¹=N+1

()2

= A1 + A2

Assumptions A-C and N ! 1 imply

 [A2] =
1X

¹=N+1


£
()2

¤
 · 

1X

¹=N+1

2 ¹ · N ! 0

hence by Chebyshev’s inequality A2

! 0.

For A1 observe

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

NX

¹=1

()2 f ¡ g

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
·

NX

¹=1

¡ ¹()2 £
NX

¹=1

 ¹ j ¡ j = B1 £ B2

Assumption B states B2

! 0. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 B1 )

P1
¹=1 

¡ ¹()2 where
P1

¹=1 
¡ ¹[()2] · 

P1
¹=1 

¹  1. Therefore A1

! 0 which completes the proof.

QED.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.4. Denote by H = (H jj ¢ jj) the inner product space
of sequences  = f()g

1
=1 of continuous functions () 2 [01) with bound () =

(
¹), metrized with jjjj = (

P1
¹=1 ()2)12. Let h i =

P1
¹=1 ()()

be the supporting inner product. Then H is separable and complete3 , hence a separable
Hilbert space. Separable inner product spaces have countably in…nite orthonormal basis,
say f()g1

=1,
P

2N ()() = = (e.g. Giles, 2000: Theorem 3.27).
Now de…ne Fourier coe¢cients

(11)  :=
1X

¹=1

()()

Then  2 H admits a coordinate-wise expansion

(12) () =
1X

=1

().

Because ¡(12) = plim!1 1
P

=1 
2
(1)(2) is a symmetric positive-

semi-de…nite (( ¹1+ ¹2))-bounded function under Lemma 3.1, it follows that ¡ =
(¡(12))122N is a linear compact self-adjoint operator (Giles, 2000: §15). By the
spectral theorem for compact self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space there exists an or-
thonormal basis of H consisting of eigenfunctions of ¡, where each eigenvalue  is real and

3 It is straightforward to show Davidson’s (1994: Theorem 5:15) argument carries over to H due

to boundedness () = (2¡
¹) of every  2 H.
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non-negative (Giles, 2000: Theorem 20.4.1). It is immediate that f()g1
=1 denotes the

eigenfunctions of ¡,
1X

¹2=1

¡(12)(2)2
= (1)

and ¡(12) obtains the series representation ¡(12) =
P1

=1 (1)(2). Use
Parseval’s identity, (11) and (12) and orthonormality to get

1 =
1X

¹=1

()2 =
1X

=1

2
 

Each () under 
1 is mean zero Gaussian by Lemma 3.1, therefore each Fourier coe¢cient

 =
P1

¹=1 ()() is Gaussian, completely characterized by means  = [] =P1
¹=1 ()() and pair-wise covariances



"Ã
1X

¹=1

[() ¡ ()]()

!Ã
1X

¹=1

[() ¡ ()]()

!#

=
1X

¹1=1

1X

¹2=1

¡(12)(1)(2)1
2

= = 

Thus 

» ( ) which completes the proof. QED.

PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.6. Since the argument simply mimics the proof of

Theorem 3.4, we only present a sketch. Write  = 
()
 ().

Exploit  = (j()j ¸ (1)) to deduce the following. First,
P

2N ()()
= (

¤)(
¤) = 1 if  =  and 0 otherwise; hence 1(

¤) = 1 and (
¤) = 0 8 ¸ 2;

hence the Fourier coe¢cients  =
P1

¹=1 ()() are 1 := (¤) and  = 0 
8 ¸ 2.

Second, ¡(1
¤)(

¤) = (1), hence 1 = ¡(¤¤) and  = 0 8 ¸ 2.
Third, use Parseval’s identity and orthonormality to obtain the trivial identity 1 =P1

¹=1 ()2 =
P1

=1 
2
 = (¤)2 = max2Nf()2g.

Fourth, the Fourier coe¢cients  =
P1

¹=1 ()() are Gaussian, completely
characterized by means  = [] =

P1
¹=1 ()() = (¤)(

¤) = (¤) if  = 1
and 0 8 ¸ 2, and pair-wise covariances that reduce to ¡(¤¤)(

¤)(
¤) = 0 if  6= 

 =  6= 1 and 1 otherwise.

Therefore 1

» ((¤) 1) and  = 0  8 ¸ 2. Coupled with 1 =

P1
=1 

2


this completes the proof under 
1 . Under 

1 we have ̂()12 
! () hence by (4)

max1· ¹·N
f̂()2g


! 1. QED.
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Appendix C
Figure 1: Logistic SWACM Power at 5% level
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